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On March 3, 1614, Chen Yong 陳墉 stepped out into the sleet to call on the eminent calligrapher
and art collector Li Rihua 李日華 (1565–1635) at his home. Chen presented Li with a gift and
begged for the favor of becoming his painting student. Li’s first response was to refuse, but he let
himself be persuaded after the young man’s persistence. When Chen returned on March 19, Li
gave him his first lesson. Before starting, he asked Chen to wait while he finished the painting he
had just been working on, featuring a single boat in a snowscape. He then pulled twenty-odd
paintings out of his own collection to explain the mistakes that a painter can make, taking Chen
through the elements of landscape painting. The lesson ended up focusing on trees, which Li
regarded as the hardest natural objects to paint. The teacher-student relationship must have
moved onto solid ground quickly, for two months later Chen accompanied Li on a month-long
journey to Mount Qiyun, the prominent Daoist retreat in Xiuning County to the west.1
We know about the otherwise unknown Chen Yong because Li recorded his visits in his
diary. The only other time he appears between that first painting lesson and the trip to Qiyun is
when he delivered a letter on April 22. The letter was from Huiyue 慧悦, a Buddhist monk who
had gone into seclusion. This not uncommon form of religious exercise enabled a monk to
remove himself from worldly distractions and deepen his understanding of the dharma. A monk
in seclusion was not supposed to speak, but in this case seclusion did not rule out writing letters.
Huiyue’s letter was at least the second he wrote to Li during his seclusion. Li had opened their
correspondence with a letter in which he contrasts the pilgrim who “wears out a thousand pairs
of straw sandals trudging the roads” and the recluse who “shuts himself within the space of one
woven rush mat,” wondering whether it made any difference which the monk did. He suggests
the pilgrim is like an itinerant trader and the recluse like a shopkeeper. Traveling salesman and
shopkeeper avail themselves of different methods but share the same goal, which is to accumulate every penny they can lay their hands on to then go out and spend that treasure on wine,
women, and song. It didn’t matter the mode of commerce undertaken: the outcome is the same.
The tone of Li’s letter is playful, though the trope of wine, women, and song lends not a little pressure on Huiyue’s decision to seclude himself, implying that he need not have gone to such an
extreme. One may have expected a devout Buddhist like Li to admire the decision to withdraw
from the world; yet Li was also a man whose pleasures ran to the things of this world—wine,
women, and song noticeably among them—and he was not above poking fun at those who took
themselves too seriously.
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Huiyue replied to Li’s letter in a similarly playful tone, reminding Li that his vow
of poverty left him with nothing to waste on wine, women, and song. Li agreed,
yet also wondered whether it might not to better that Huiyue show his upright
conduct to the world rather than hide away. Huiyue’s response was the letter
Chen Yong delivered. Returning to Li’s original trope of making money through
commerce, Huiyue teases Li by asking why someone who has nothing to
desire or depend on would want money. He turns to Li’s second metaphor
about hiding himself away by declaring that he is so thoroughly out of the marketplace of moral advocacy that nothing he could show would fetch a price.
Then he reverts to the image of the pilgrim who wears out a thousand pairs of
sandals with a verse that refuses Li’s distinction between pilgrimage and
seclusion:
The rope on my straw sandals broken, I return to my hermitage;
Hungry, I eat something; weary, I sleep.
One affection arises, but where can it lodge?
One nostril is open, but who does it tunnel into?
草鞋繩斷卻歸庵
飢即餐兮倦即眠
一種胸懷何處善
半邊鼻孔向誰穿
Some twenty days later, Li and Chen set off for the Daoist refuge on Mount
Qiyun, more popularly known as Baiyue, the White Marchmount. They
reached the prefectural capital of Huizhou on May 23. There the teacher
called on his old classmate, now serving as the prefect, whom he would see
several times over the course of the coming week. The following day, he and
Chen were carried by chair-bearers thirty kilometers through the pouring rain,
arriving in Xiuning County soaked to the skin. After a meal they continued
another ten kilometers up to the base of the mountain, where they spent the
night after drinking with another old friend. The next day they climbed to the
main temple, performed a propitiatory rite, then retired to the temple residence where they admired a painting of a dead willow tree and water buffalo
by Zhu Bang 朱邦, a renowned drunkard who specialized in depicting water
buffaloes. During the visit, Li was besieged by the Daoist priests to inscribe
fans with his calligraphy. He dashed off over thirty, and even permitted Chen
to do a few mountain sketches to satisfy them. The Daoists at the next monastery, overhearing that Li was visiting, sent over an acolyte barely sixteen
years old to beg him for a painting. Captivated by the boy’s beauty and elegance, Li dashed off a sketch of the mountain with a verse ending in this
couplet:
Trees enchain the mountain’s waist, clouds enchain the trees;
How could one know there are fairy spirits here like these?
樹鎖山腰雲鎖樹
那知個裡有神仙
After visiting more sights and people the next day, Li and Chen went back
down to Xiuning to indulge in a whirl of social calls that stretched over four or
five days before finally heading back home to Jiaxing.
From this brief sketch of a season in the busy life of Li Rihua, one would not
guess that this member of the late-Ming gentry thought of himself as a
recluse, as someone who had withdrawn from the hectic world that defined
the lives of his peers in official service. During the middle and later years of the
Wanli era (1573–1620), when the court seemed rudderless, many sought to
withdraw from public life, but many also sought to use the mechanisms of
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state administration to reform the realm according to a proactive vision of
service known as jingshi 經世. The term is conventionally translated using the
slightly archaic “statecraft,” though a more literal translation of the embedded
textile metaphor, “the warp of the age,” gets closer to what those who subscribed to this ideal thought was their proper task as servants of the emperor:
to consider every policy and practice of the state so as to improve the lives and
morale of the people. In this vision of total involvement, there was no place for
the recluse; and yet not a few officials found exits that they could take, if only
temporarily, to survive the political maelstroms that regularly struck the court
and neutralized their efforts to transform the world.
In the more difficult years of the Tianqi (1621–27) and Chongzhen (1628–44)
eras still to come, the term for escaping from office was “choosing the
Buddha.”2 For some it meant actually withdrawing into a Buddhist monastery,
the one legitimate sanctuary from political life; for others, it simply meant
leaving office. Some statecraft activists, such as the noted Hanlin academician Xu Guangqi 徐光啟 (1562–1633), disdained Buddhism as an
unacceptable choice for the serious Confucian (he thought Christianity a better one), though even he sometimes chose reclusion, pleading ill health and
removing himself to an experimental farm he ran in Tianjin whenever court
politics became too difficult.
Li Rihua was born in 1565 and came of age during the opening decades of the
Wanli reign.3 He is less well known than many of the greatest artists of his
age—among whom we may include Dong Qichang 董其昌 (1555–1636), Chen
Jiru 陳繼儒 (1558–1639), and Chen Guan 陳祼 (whose age is unrecorded but
who was a close contemporary of Li), who are all represented in the current
exhibition—but he stood at the center of the social and cultural world they
defined. I focus on him in this essay because of the sources that survive to
reveal his life to us. He did well to pass his provincial juren examination in 1591
and his national jinshi in 1592, which promptly launched him on a promising
career. Rather than being relegated to the magistracy in some out-of-the-way
county, as many a new graduate was, he was appointed to the post of

prefectural judge of Jiujiang, the nexus of communication between the large
and productive province of Jiangxi and the Yangzi River corridor linking the
hinterland to the economic core on the Yangzi Delta. After six years of distinguished service, Li fell afoul of a superior. One of the charges, which cut rather
a large schism through the mid-Wanli generation, was that he was devoted to
Buddhism, an avocation that one faction of that generation regarded with
suspicion. Though cleared of most charges, Li was demoted to lesser posts in
the field. There he again acquitted himself well, notably in organizing floodcontrol work along the Yellow River, a classical statecraft concern. Fourteen
years into his career, everything stopped when his mother died and he was
obliged to return home to the Yangzi Delta to observe mourning for twentyseven months.
When the period of mourning for his mother expired toward the end of 1604,
Li applied to the Ministry of Personnel for an extension to care for his aged
father. As his father lived for another eleven years, there is some question as to
whether the old man’s health was sufficiently precarious to warrant Li’s reclusion from public service. Filial piety may have been his motivation, but it also
presented him with an acceptable ideological excuse not to re-enter the political turmoil of the time, which is precisely what Li wanted. The extension was
renewed in 1611 and again in 1616. His father’s death the following year furnished him with another twenty-seven months’ absence from court. He used
his own ill health to squeeze several more years’ retirement beyond this. Even
when he was ordered back into service in 1624 at the age of fifty-nine, he was
able to finagle several local appointments that kept him out of Beijing during
the reign of the eunuch establishment through the Tianqi era. After the
Chongzhen emperor 崇禎 (r. 1628–44) ascended the throne, Li in 1628 submitted a memorial of proposals in the statecraft tradition that might have
gained him an extraordinary appointment had he not fallen ill again. Except for
one brief assignment, he continued his life of reclusion at home in Jiaxing until
his death at the age of seventy.

Thus it was that a man groomed for office in the Wanli era spent the first half
of his career in the bureaucracy suffering the slings and arrows that fortune
directed against righteous officials in those years, and the second half out of it,
by circumstance to a large extent but also by choice as well. He mourned and
he cared for his father, but he also enjoyed a life of leisure that enabled him to
engage in the cultural and social pastimes of his generation free of the burden
of public office: writing, painting, penning, versifying, gathering with likeminded friends, engaging in the local politics, traveling, visiting religious sites,
and, most important of all for our purposes, keeping a diary. The eight years of
diary entries that survive (from roughly 1609 to 1616) were published in the
Republican period under the title Weishui xuan riji 味水軒日記 (Diary from the
Pavilion for Tasting Water, 1929). The Pavilion for Tasting Water was a small
structure on the family property where Li stored his art collection, painted,
kept his diary, and received friends. The diary that carries its name reveals
more about the fabric of daily life among the upper gentry of the late Ming era
than any other surviving document from that period. In its pages, the statecraft official is limited to a few recollections of colleagues while in service; it is
the recluse who takes center stage (fig. 1).
As the entries from the early spring of 1614 show, Li’s withdrawal from government service, if it was reclusion, was of a highly social sort. It was not a physical
withdrawal from the world. It included visits to Daoist mountains and
Buddhist monasteries, to which some did indeed withdraw from worldly
affairs, though these were not places to which Li was prepared to consign himself. As we have seen from his correspondence with the monk Huiyue, he was
not even tempted by the notion. His reclusion in this regard was vicarious. He
had an elderly father to care for and the affairs of a large family to manage; but
even if he hadn’t, one does not sense from his diary that he longed to escape
his responsibilities.
The pose of recluse nonetheless suited Li, and he adopted it to the degree that
suited his needs. Indeed, so long as he was outside the strict bounds of
mourning, he needed the pose to demonstrate a purpose to his long vacation
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from office. Once in his diary he is challenged over this decision. The ViceMinister of Personnel, whom Li identifies as his teacher, was expected to pass
through Jiaxing in the summer of 1612 on his way home to visit his parents in
southwest Zhejiang, and Li spent several days anxiously awaiting him and not
knowing when he would arrive. His visit meant that Li had to put off a trip that
he longed to take to a favorite haunt in the region, Stone Buddha Monastery.
Finally on July 31, Vice-Minister Xiao 蕭侍郎 arrived; his first words to Li were:
“You haven’t come forward for an appointment for a decade. What is your
intention?” Li replied, “What I have already written about this in my minor
memorial is a sincere expression of my commitment.”4 After recording this
exchange in his diary, Li noted that the Vice-Minister pondered his reply for
some time without speaking. Li reveals nothing further. It is not difficult to
suppose that his teacher was unhappy with the reply, yet he was unwilling to
challenge Li any further. Li may have chosen this cryptic response as a way to
avoid having to make a defense for his reclusion, which could have led him
onto difficult ideological terrain. The problem was embedded in the
Confucian model of public service, which counseled Confucian scholars to
make themselves available for service to the state but allowed them to withdraw when the times were evil and the ruler had lost the mandate of Heaven.
Perhaps this is why the Vice-Minister did not press his protégé: he did not wish
to hear an explicit argument against serving the Wanli emperor that might
amount to treason. Tacitly at least they both let the matter rest, for ViceMinister Xiao returned the courtesy of Li’s greeting the following day by calling
on him at his home, and the next night Li and three other local degree-holders
hosted a banquet for him. The visit passed without further difficulty.
The “minor memorial” to which Li referred was his formal request to remain at
home to care for his father, who had turned eighty. The court had forwarded
this memorial to the Ministry of Personnel for deliberation on September 2 the
previous year. On December 5 Li learned from the Beijing Gazette that the
ministry’s response had been approved by the emperor and issued three
weeks earlier, though without knowing what that response was. The document reached him via the Jiaxing prefect’s office on January 23. It was entirely
positive, construing Li’s filial devotion to his father as a commendable transformation of his loyalty to the emperor. The service waiver was good until his
father died and the period of mourning completed. Li was mildly dismayed
when he found a notice in the Beijing Gazette three years later that the Ministry
of Personnel had put his name forward to serve as a bureau secretary for the
Ministry of Rites in Nanjing, but no formal appointment was forthcoming.5 He
still had another four years of reclusion ahead of him, plus another four of illness beyond that to keep him out of circulation.
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Li was not alone in succeeding at avoiding government service. Occasionally
when he heard of someone else who had done the same, he made a note of the
man in his diary. For instance, on December 13, 1616, he commemorated the
death of someone who worked with him in Henan the year before he himself
left office. The man distinguished himself in flood-control work and was thus
very much in the statecraft tradition. For his efforts he was rewarded with a
promotion to Shaanxi Province not long after Li’s departure from service, but
he “loftily retired and did not take up the post.”6 Li’s admiration is evident.
Twenty days later, he used the same expression in describing a classmate to
whom he has just written a letter. The man distinguished himself as a benevolent and effective magistrate, Li noted, but then “quit his post and went home
to live as a recluse in the willow woods of his county, respected by all for having loftily retired.”7

Through the diarized years, Chen Jiru visited Li in Jiaxing at least three times:
once in 1611, once in 1612 to examine Li’s painting collection, and once in 1616
to show him a book he had just published. Chen Guan did not come to visit,
though on several occasions he sent paintings that he wanted Li to see.11 Nor
does Dong Qichang, even though he was nearby in Huating during these
years.12 Nonetheless, a token of their long relationship shows up on February 9,
1612, when a friend brings a fan that Li had painted years earlier, on which
Dong later wrote an inscription extolling Li as the finest landscape painter in
Jiaxing. Li returned the favor in a sense the following September when dealer
Wang Danlin 王丹林 brought him a calligraphic album by Dong. Wang hoped
Li would write an inscription, and Li obliged by writing a short piece crediting
Dong’s immense artistry to his Daoist sensibility, which enables him to withdraw from worldly cares and attain a resonance with nature itself.

Political reclusion for Li Rihua, as for others of his inclination and status, was
not a quiet life. The constant writing of letters and diary entries suggests as
much. On some days he jotted down nothing more than the weather in his
diary, leaving no clue as to how he passed the day. But more often he recorded
a busy round of activities and outings and gatherings. Socializing was important to him, but that aside, more than any other type of activity, it was the
production and consumption of art that occupied the center of his existence
as a recluse from public service. No three days passed without Li either setting
brush to paper or silk, gathering with like-minded friends to peruse his or their
collections, or receiving an art dealer who wanted to show him his wares. All
these encounters ended up in the Weishui xuan riji, which is why we know
more about the art market during these eight years, to say nothing of Li’s collecting practices in particular, than at any other time in China before the
twentieth century. Art was important to Li. It was the embodiment of high
culture; it was his link to history; it was the expression of the values he held
dear. As for reclusion, it was the medium in which the ideal found its purest
expression. He could have imagined the monk Huiyue embodying that ideal
when he went into religious seclusion, but instead Li teased him for making an
extreme choice. Perhaps from the lofty position he occupied in the privileged
society of the gentry, there was no realm other than art in which the recluse
ideal could find its purest form.

This nesting of one’s work within the work of the others was a common device,
a gesture of mutual endorsement and affection. When a friend from Huating
visited Li on November 24, 1610, bearing a painting of plum blossoms, Li discovered colophons by Dong Qichang and Chen Jiru and so happily acceded to
the friend’s request that he add his own.13 The painting, which could have been
in the style of Gao Jian’s 高簡 (1634–1708) Flowering Plum (1708, cat. no. X),
no longer survives (fig. 3), but inscriptions by Li, Dong, and Chen do. The colophons authorized this scroll as a fine work of art, allowing it to enter the high
cultural realm of which the three were guardians, to say nothing of raising its
commercial value. The inscriptions by all three as well as the artist, dated
between 1626 and 1628, are attached to a handscroll in the Los Angeles
County Museum of Art,14 the painter of which is none other Xiang Shengmo,
friend to all three and the posthumous portraitist of two of them. What more
appropriate painting for these men to praise than one titled Invitation to
Reclusion (1626, cat. no. X)? Their genre had triumphed. As if to underscore
the point that important distinctions still had to be drawn—that aping the
image of reclusion was not necessarily attaining the ideal of reclusion—Li
reminds his reader that the common run of Yuan-landscape imitators merely
pretend to “preserve the spirit of the untrammeled” without actually grasping
what is at stake.

Reclusion was a favorite theme in the paintings that Li and his friends produced and consumed, though that production and consumption was anything
but reclusive. These men—and here I will speak particularly of Chen Jiru and
Dong Qichang and secondarily of Chen Guan—formed a tight social network
that positioned them as cultural and social leaders on the Yangzi Delta. Chen
Guan lived in Suzhou, eighty-five kilometers to the north of Jiaxing, and was
slightly outside the social unity of the other three. Chen Jiru and Dong
Qichang lived in Huating, the seat of Songjiang Prefecture sixty-five kilometers northeast of Li’s home. Though living only marginally closer to Jiaxing,
Chen and Dong were close to Li.8 Indeed, the bond among them became legendary. Xiang Shengmo 項聖謨 (1597–1658), grandson of Li’s patron Xiang
Yuanbian 項元汴 (�����������������������������������������������������������
1525–1590��������������������������������������������������
) and a friend to all three, retrospectively gathered them into a painting he produced with another artist in 1652. Now in the
Shanghai Museum, Venerable Friends depicts a group of six elderly gentlemen
in a garden replete with signs of reclusion (fig. 2).9 The painting is supposed to
depict a gathering in 1635, the year of Li’s death. The work furnished a glimpse
of the leisured existence of the late-Ming elite world that artists of the early
Qing felt they had lost. In admiration for this lost world, Xiang painted himself
into the group.10

The theme of reclusion is strong for all four artists of the 1555–65 generation,
perhaps in part because they had personal experience of alienation from the
system of state power for which they trained. Of the three Jiaxing-Huating
friends, Dong struggled with the exams the longest. The man who would
eventually be regarded by many as the greatest calligrapher of the Ming era
apparently started out with poor handwriting, the sine qua non of passing the
exams, though eventually he reached the pinnacle of jinshi status in 1589. Li
followed him in the next metropolitan examination in 1592. Chen dealt with
the adversity of examination failure distinctively: he decided to give up the
game in 1586, marking his decision with the dramatic and irreversible gesture
of destroying his scholar’s robes, possibly by burning them.15 He would never
go on to a career as an official, unlike Dong and Li, neither of whom ended up
following a conventional course in their own careers. Dong was impeached in
1597 and returned home to Huating in 1599 to wait out his enforced retirement
until 1621. As we have seen, Li would be sidelined by mourning five years later,
but then take advantage of his circumstances to stay out of office for longer
than Dong.
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Not surprisingly then, they refer to and paint reclusion almost obsessively. The
painting Boat on a Snowy Landscape that Li wanted to finish when student
Chen Yong showed up fits the bill. So too does his solitary Lotus (n.d., cat. no.
X, fig. 4), in which the subject rises up from the mud without, following its
classic Buddhist interpretation, being tainted by filth. Li also deployed his calligraphy—contrary to Dong’s praise, Li is regarded today as a better
calligrapher than painter—in this vein, for earlier on the same day that Dealer
Wang asked him to inscribe an album of Dong’s calligraphy, Li wrote a poem
on a fan for someone he identified somewhat mysteriously as “a recluse who
came down from the mountain.” He matches the reclusive identity of his
guest not so much with his style as with his images, which picture the main
character of the poem sitting drunk among white stones in a forest and then,
after eating, ascending a green mountain that faces a lake.16
The landscapes of Dong and the two Chens included in the exhibition share
the theme of reclusion, not through metaphor in the mode of Li’s lotus painting but through the representation of the landscape into which the recluse
withdraws. The kind of place favored was mountainous upland, which lay
somewhere below Heaven but above the workaday world of agriculture and
commerce where most people spend their lives, trammeled by the cares of
mundane existence. Chen Jiru’s Thatched Hut of Tall Pines (n.d., cat. no. X, fig.
5) depicts such a landscape, which provides a space for a sociable conversation between two self-designated recluses. Chen Guan in Walking with a Staff
over a Stream Bridge (n.d., cat. no. X, fig. 6) stages much the same setting.
These men did not invent the trope of landscape as the space of reclusion,
which is a motif with a long history. They might look back as far as the Tang
(618–907) for their progenitors, but they regarded the greatest landscape
painters of reclusion to be the masters of the Yuan dynasty (1271–1368), notably Wang Meng 王蒙 (1308–1380; famed as an eremite himself) and Huang
Gongwang 黃公望 (1269–1354). Chen Guan revered both and was so keen to
share their work with Li that he sent mountain paintings by both artists to him
in 1609 so that he could see their work in the original.17 Li was particularly
taken with Wang’s Living in the Mountains (1361), transcribing the text on the
painting into his diary. Living in the mountains was a subject Wang painted
over and over again during his career, which is why his oeuvre is regarded as
the precursor of eremitic painting in the late Ming.18 Li also admired Huang,
whose influence he acknowledged in his own painting, also transcribing the
texts on the painting that Chen Guan sent to him.19 The aesthetic appreciation
that Li and his cohort had for Huang and Wang is evident.20 Their work was not
just appreciated but much sought after—and therefore much faked. A Suzhou
dealer who showed up on September 14, 1614, with paintings by Huang and
Wang in his portfolio fared less well than he must have hoped. Li noted the two
by Huang without further comment, but Lofty Reclusion in the Pine Valley
(n.d.), which the dealer attributed to Wang, elicits a blast of scorn. The theme
was right, but the object itself was not: “the paper was thin and the ink excessive; nothing but a fake. It bore a colophon by Chen Lin: not worth talking
about.”21
The affinity that Li’s group felt for the Yuan heightened their own sense of
living in difficult times. And yet, from the distance that we stand from their
time, the notion that they shared a common bond with these artists feels
forced. As subjects of the Yuan dynasty, Wang and Huang lived under foreign
occupation by the Mongols. This surely endowed their reclusion with a realworld significance that the late Ming, however politically troubled, could not
command. The pressures for reclusion in this later time were not foreign occupation but factionalism, eunuch power, and an unbridled explosion of private
wealth that was shattering the moral certainties on which earlier generations
had been able to rely: serious matters, but of a lesser pitch.
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Of the Wanli painters who absorbed and went beyond the Yuan masters,
Dong Qichang is the master. In Wanluan Thatched Hall (1597, cat. no. X),
which he dedicated to Chen Jiru, Dong situates the eponymous pavilion in a
landscape that recalls Wang Meng but also leaves him behind. The pavilion
sits empty in the middle distance, partially obscured among the folded rock
formations that simultaneously loom over the site and protect it, tempting the
potential recluse with a charmed space into which he might enter, just as the
man in Li’s poem does when in the final line he ascends the blue-green mountain. Though Dong praised Li on his fan as “taking refuge in and celebrating
the pure and the distant, climbing to lofty places that he transforms into
poetry, and never with recourse to the shortcuts of the mere artisan,” none of
Li’s surviving landscapes comes near Dong’s in conception or execution.22
Within their circle perhaps, this didn’t matter. The language of refuge, purity,
distance, and loftiness they shared declared that they stood within the hermeneutic circle on which reclusion relied for its conceptual coherence; just to
speak this language was to belong within its circle. Chen burned his gown after
failing the exams, Dong was forced into retirement by envious colleagues, and
Li prolonged his mourning to stay out of politics. Their experiences were disappointing to them, but their reclusion did not go much beyond a genteel
resentment of the way the world went. No cold wind of Mongol rule was blowing on their necks, only their anxiety to mark the status boundary they
believed must separate them—as men of principle, as men of taste, as members of the greater gentry of Jiangnan—from the vulgar who grasped at power
and wealth without a thought to righteousness. Their withdrawal from the
world was more speech act than internal exile, more text than context.
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Who knows how brief a life can be here
Where we find ourselves between Heaven and earth?
Our hearts suffer the sorrows of a thousand years,
Our bodies are without a day of rest.
When will I be let loose from this sharp net
So long as this earth has shut me in?23
人生無幾何
如寄天地間
心有千載憂
身無一日閒
何時解塵網
此地來掩關
The poem’s final phrase, “shut in” (yanguan 掩關), is precisely the language of
Buddhist seclusion that Li used in his first letter to Huiyue, in which he pictured the monk “shut within the space of one woven rush mat.” The phrase
covers both the reclusive ideal that Dong imagined and the real discipline of
self-imposed seclusion that Li wondered was absolutely necessary for the
cultivation of the self (fig. 7). I contrast the two usages here to bring out the
contradiction I regard as intrinsic to the Wanli-era ideal of reclusion among an
elite who in their daily practice were very much absorbed in weaving the warp
of the age. To put it bluntly, absolute separation from the real world may have
been what the literati of the Wanli era imagined they yearned for as they
struggled to come to terms with the political turmoil and social transformation
that was sweeping late-Ming society. But perfect seclusion was not really what
they desired to put into practice, nor even could have had if they tried. The
upland was lovely to visit in real life, as Li and his student did when they had
sedan chair-bearers carry them up the White Marchmount, but it was not a
zone they chose to inhabit. Still, that did not discourage them from imagining
it in their art. In fact, it may have pushed them to imagine it all the more
intensely.

The text of reclusion was for these artists both painterly and poetic, as on a
painting by Dong a student brought to Li on June 8, 1613. Dated 1603, four
years after Dong went home to Huating in disgrace, the painting was called
Autumn Mountains—the quintessential reclusion subject. If it is anything like
the painting we know by that name in the Cleveland Museum of Art, it depicts
the approach to a hilly upland zone separate from the world of human affairs;
indeed, it is so separate that it is entirely devoid of recluses or travelers. The
narrow footbridge in the low foreground indicates that this is the way toward
reclusion; but unlike Wanluan Thatched Hall, Autumn Mountains does not
offer the prospective recluse any structure where he might imagine himself
ensconced in this upland solitude. On the painting Dong transcribed a poem
by the eminent Tang writer Bai Juyi 白居易 (772–846). The second half of the
poem reads:
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The occupation of the Yangzi Delta by the armies of the Manchu in 1645
changed all this. The idea of reclusion from the cares of this world came to
have a much stronger valence for the elite; it also became a reality that some
of them put into practice. Li Rihua’s generation was safely dead a decade
before the fall of the Ming dynasty. Li died in 1635, Dong the year after, Chen
Guan sometime after 1638, and Chen Jiru in 1639. But their descendants lived
through this traumatic time. Li’s son, Li Zhaoheng 李肇亨, who is a constant
presence in the Weishui xuan riji as his father anxiously watches him make his
way through the lower levels of the examination system, fled when the soldiers
serving the new Qing dynasty (1644–1911) arrived in Jiaxing. He knew which
direction to take: he fled to the hills. For Li Zhaoheng, the upland was not simply a place of mind. It was place into which he could seclude himself to avoid a
far more dangerous world than his father ever had to confront. The family residence in Jiaxing managed to survive the takeover, but most of the family’s
wealth was lost. The cultural enterprise that the Pavilion for Tasting Water
represented in any case became impracticable during the long shadow of loyalist resistance that the fall of the dynasty cast. Is it an irony that Li Zhaoheng
ended up living what for his father had been only an imagined ideal by becoming a Buddhist monk, taking the dharma name of Changying 常瑩 and
withdrawing to a monastery across the border in Songjiang? The son’s skills as
a painter were praised by Li’s colleagues, or so the elder tells us in his diary, but
few paintings survive.24 The paintings in the exhibition by Ming-loyalist monks
Bada Shanren 八大山人 (1626–1705) and Kuncan 髡殘 (1612–1673) hint at
the changed social and cultural world in which Li the son painted a different
engagement with the reclusionist ideal than Li the father ever experienced.

The contradiction inherent in Wanli-era reclusion, as an ideal put not into
practice but only into art, in no way diminishes the power of the ideal and its
importance to political recluses such as Li Rihua. This was an ideal that mattered to them. They circulated the ideal constantly within their cultural realm
by writing about it and painting it and visiting it from time to time. It both
expressed and influenced their orientation to the world and their sense of
their own moral worth. We can hardly blame them for not disappearing into
the zone of reclusion when the world around them was not designed for this
happen, or downgrade their posture as mere ideology even though the next
generation would be forced to act it out.
A second break or contradiction between the ideal of reclusion that Li and
others embraced and its practice is embedded in the fact that the ideal was
not available to most people. The world from which Li withdrew was a very
specific one: the world of service in the ranked bureaucracy. Entry into this
world was carefully restricted, as it had to be when the principle of selection
for service was not happily confined within an aristocracy but had to include

anyone who could demonstrate merit. Those who had the talent and opportunity to demonstrate merit and become magistrates and ministers in the end
were few. Those who chose to forego the power and privileges to which state
service otherwise entitled them constituted an even tinier group. It set them
off as men who chose moral autonomy over moral compromise; if only they
could be recluses, there could not be many who could merit the distinction.
It was accordingly difficult for someone to earn the praise of his peers for
withdrawing from the moral compromise of public service when one had neither degrees nor prospects, putting such service well beyond one’s reach. But
not impossible: this was in the end a cultural and not an administrative question. The day before Chen Yong showed up for his first lesson in landscape
painting, Li invited a friend to come over to his house and spend the evening.
The talk turned to a recluse, someone known only as Old Man Wang, who had
been a neighbor in Li’s friend’s home village until his recent death past the age
of eighty. As a boy, Wang had set out on the path toward government service
and shown great promise, or so the retrospective story had it. But he abruptly
quit school and “adopted the posture of the recluse,” as Li phrases it. At the
age of fifteen Wang had planted a plum tree in his courtyard. This tree he
tended daily, trimming and pruning it to encourage its growth. By the time he
was an old man, this tree had grown to a vast size, putting out tens of
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thousands of blossoms every spring that filled his residence with scent.
“When the tree came into bloom,” Li’s friend recalled, “he opened his gate
and let anyone come in and enjoy himself. If the visitor was a gentleman of
elegance, then the old man prepared fine tea and liquor and treated his guest
with boundless courtesy.”
Li is thus presented, and in turn presents the reader of his diary, with the perfect recluse: the man who escaped from the examination system before ever
becoming entangled in it, who preserved his own autonomy, and who toward
the end of his life was free to immerse himself unselfconsciously in the serene
aesthetic existence that reclusion promised. Li then writes that the man was
known as the Plum Flower Station Master—at which point, at least for me, the
illusion cracks. Old Man Wang had not devoted his life to reclusion after all,
but had used the literacy of his early education to get a post as a courier station master. Station masters were government employees who occupied a
narrow social stratum just below the titled gentry but above ordinary folk. So
in fact Wang, in giving up one path to service, had turned to another; his reclusion was essentially no different from Li’s. He expressed his reclusion through
arborism rather than painting (that noted, Li was a keen flower gardener).
Even then he was not so reclusive as keep his gate shut when the plum tree
was in full bloom.
Li completes the diary entry about Old Man Wang by quoting an exchange for
which he was remembered by those who knew him. He was once asked, “Why,
sir, don’t you ask your visitors for a poem on the plum blossoms, or have guests
paint them on a scroll? Aren’t you wasting a golden opportunity?” Wang knitted his brow, then replied enigmatically, “But if I did that, I would just be
turning the plum blossoms into tumors.” Li concludes: “Hearing this, people
elevated him even higher.”25
Li went along with the judgment. Thinking back to the plum painting that a
Songjiang friend asked Li to inscribe in 1610, we might be tempted to say that
Old Man Wang trumped the recluse professionals. Li, Dong, and Chen all willingly inscribed a painting that Wang in his loftiness might well have dismissed
as nothing but a grossly failed transcription of a beauty that only the tree itself
could embody. Indeed, if we adopt Wang’s perspective, it is not hard to see the
tight little blossoms in Gao Jian’s Flowering Plum as looking more like tumors
than flowers see cat. no. X, fig. 3). But this is the game in which the claim of
reclusion always fails. For someone who is judged to be lofty and pure and
refuses to sink to mere craftsmanship—Dong’s evaluation of Li, which was so
critical to literati identity—can always be outdone by someone else who is
better positioned to perform literati ideals or better skilled to embody them in
his calligraphy or painting.
The watchword, which Li uses in his account of Old Man Wang, is “elegance.”
If someone showed up during blossom time who was “a gentleman of elegance,” then the qualifications were in place for the kind of social encounter
that confirmed where the boundary between the truly elite and the merely
ordinary was drawn. The elegant were served tea and wine, while the vulgar
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got nothing. Old Man Wang may not have consciously been playing this game
of status, but his visitors undoubtedly were. Having spent a lifetime tending a
plum tree that was like no other in his part of the county, Wang had proven
himself to be the real thing: the real recluse, the real gentleman of elegance. In
the tough competitive social atmosphere that prevailed in the late Ming, the
greater gentry families felt themselves constantly under siege from lesser gentry and even merchant families. Elegance was the ineffable criterion that the
elite used to safeguard entry into their ranks. It was a tough criterion to meet,
especially when it defied clear definition.26 But Li knew it when he saw it in the
paintings he loved. And when he saw it, he also projected it onto the artist who
created the work. He speaks of the painter Ni Zan 倪瓚 (1301–1374), for
instance, as “the most elegant gentleman of the Yuan,” an attribution meant
for the person as well as the work.27 One did not have to be a painter to be elegant, but one could not be a good painter unless one was; nor did reclusion
ensure elegance, though it helped.
We should not be too hard on the circular reasoning through which Li Rihua
and his peers relied to set themselves apart from the common run of humanity, or from the common run of degree-holding bureaucrats for that matter.
We all elevate ideals that we leave under-scrutinized and rarely achieve. They
provide the ideological ground that we can share with some and that we use to
exclude others. These ideals may not actually be what we want to see brought
into practice entirely, but they do serve to lend us an identity in the ongoing
disagreement with the world that all of us, no matter who we are and what
ideals we might wish to uphold, pursue. In the case of Li Rihua and his cohorts,
reclusion was one of those ideals: rarely put into actual practice; difficult to
carry out in the context of the everyday demands of life, work, and family; but
powerful enough to motivate a system of discourse and image that endowed
their lives with meaning. None of that generation could escape the ideal of
reclusion. And they worked so assiduously at reproducing it that few artists of
the next several generations could avoid imagining the world in any other way.
Li’s reclusion was requited when a new emperor came to the throne after the
fiascos of the late Wanli (1573–1620) and Tianqi (1621–1627) reigns. It came
however at the moment that illness struck him in 1628, leaving him partly paralyzed and unable to resume the duties he had so successfully shirked through
those difficult years. The irony of this situation was not diminished by the
honor that Emperor Chongzhen bestowed on him. The emperor did not permit Li to retire, though he did grant him leave to recover, but he went further
and honored Li for his long reclusion during the Wanli era by commending him
for “preferring retirement out of filial consideration.” The implied protest of
Li’s reclusion was thereby dissolved as a gesture of even greater loyalty to the
dynasty. Li felt so vindicated by this commendation that he adopted the
emperor’s phrase, “preferring retirement” (tianzhi 恬致), as his sobriquet in
his last years. It was a fitting description for a man who for two decades had
mastered the art of secluding himself without actually giving up the privileges
and the future that came with his status as a jinshi and his commitment to the
duties of statecraft. Li was thus the perfect recluse, even in the eyes of the
emperor for whom he should have been working. The only tragic flaw in this
perfect narrative of service-cum-reclusion was time, which even autonomy
could not stave off forever.
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